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it has been know n fbt some kne that proportionally moae strong starters can be 
construct& for eiemcntxry pk,3;roups where ipk = 3 (mod 4) than for pk = 1 (mod41 by 
the method of Mullin and Nemeth. In this paper, we rectify the situation by constructing 
several infinite glasses of stroqy ritarters for elementary &groups where pk = 1 (mod 4); 
many of the resulting starters are is ~morphically distinct from the Mullin-Nemeth strong 
starters for the same groups. One CI ~nsequence of these results is the construction of sets 
of five mutually orthogonal starters for 213 and GF(S2). 
I. Introduction 
in two papers in 1968 and 1969, Mullin and Nemeth offered the first 
st:t of constructions for an infinite class of strong starters for elementary 
groups of order pk (see i&7]). In the recent paper of Dillon and Morris 
[2], a generalization of the method of Muillin and Nemeth was obtained, 
but no new infinite classes of strong starters were produced. In this paper 
we exhibit 2s - 2 infinite classes of strong starters for many elementary 
groups of order pk, pk 5 1 (mod 23 where 2; > 1, which fit into a generb 
alization of the schema of Dillon and Morris, and we show that, in many 
cases, they are nolkomorphic to those proc!uced by the method of 
ullin and Nemeth. 
If G is an additive abclian gro p with identity element 0, and G* de- 
notes the set of nonzero elemen of G, then a starter X Sor 17 is a parti- 
tion of C” into 2-sets such that - y: {x, y) E X} = CT n iid:der A ~OI: 
X is an injection A: X -+ G* such that 
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Flor an;,r staflter X9 we cam defi”rne the map ZX by (x, y) XX = -(x CV). 
If’ XX is an adder for X, then we say that X is a strong startFIr, If there 
do lnot exist two pstis dl and a!2 in X such that d, SX + d2 XX = 0, then 
we say that X is a skew strong starter. 
Notatio~t,, In what follows, if C denotes a set of elements of a group K, 
then - C will be used to denote the set of negatives of these elements. 
In [ 2) ) Dillon and Morris prove the following extension of t.he theo- 
rums oT .Mullin and Nemeth in 1: 71. 
Ttrt?csre~~ A. Let K = GF(Q), Q =: 1 + 2ab, and let G, of order 2 6, he a 
su&~o M/P of the n&tiplicative group K* of K. If the ekrnents 
C= [k-, k,, . ..p k,) are distinct mod (7 and there exists a partition F of 
the s&C LI --I= into pairs whose differences (respecthe[rr sums) are 
contained in IC’f di,!:timt cosets of G, then there mists a skew? strong 
starter for 1( K, +) giveri by {#aO, al g, a2g2, .. . , air _ 1 g+ f ) P, where ai = f 1 
andg is a generator of the group 6. p is called an admissible partition. 
VJ&icy the extension, the theorem of Mullin and Nrbmeth becomes; 
Thmmm SC If (a, 26) = 1 an,! a > 1, then for an_v group 6, \C; 1 = 21. 
Suppme that K’ = G4M. ;1Chen if -w is ar-l)r nonidentity e~enztmt of !f 
(i.e.., any element of odd order in K’ contained in H), then 
{(h, oh) : h E H’) constitutes an admissible partitjon c:lf H w ---PI 
With a iitt’le thought and a few examples, it is possible to generalize 
Theo:rt:m A ~IS follows: 
Thmm 1.1. Let K =;2 GF[y), q = 1 + 2ab, and let G’, of order 2 b, be a 
m!~gmup of the muZtipbicative group K* o_f I%. Let Y deMote (a subgroup 
of’ G r? f odd order. Let Cl and C2 be sets of representatives of the cosets 
of G hz h ’ s!srrc\t tbt fo,r any c2 E l$, there exists a cl E cl and cl y E Y 
such hat c2 = --cay Gppose that there exists a partition P 0,f 
E := c, W c2 into pairs whose differences are in distinct t,*oset s of G’, 
coned mrZo:Fe mm can he divided into two sets, SI and Sz, ISzf < IS& 
such that rhe elemenrrs c!?f Sl (resp. S2) are in distinct cxxets of G, and 
suck that for ever): s;! E .!$ there exists a!? s1 E St and a y E Y suck that 
$2 = -sly. Tliten tjiem exists a strong starter for ( K, +) given by S = PB Y, 
whm? B is my set of re,lOresen tatives of the cosets of Y U - Y in G. 
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Furtlrermore, if S2 = 8, then S is skew. We say that P is an admissible 
partition of C, U C2 with respect o (C, Y). 
Roof. We use essentially the same proof as Dillon and Morris used. We 
first observe that G = Y/3 U - YB, K’ = CC, = CC2 and for any y f Y, 
y&y = BY. so 
YB(C, u c-2) = YBC, u YB(-C,) = (YB u -YB)C* 
= ec, = K“, 
and thus S is a partition of 1:‘. Furthermore, if D is the set of differences 
obtained from P, then D = Al u --A( where A’ is a set of representatives for 
the Q! cosets of G in K’. BYI) = K’. and thus the differences between 
elements in pairs of S make up K’. On the other hand, the sums of ele- 
ments in the pairs of S consist of B(S, u Sz 1. Since B does not contain 
two elements in any coset or’ Y u -Y, these are all distinct elements of 
K*. Thus Cs is an injection irnd S is a strong starter. If S2 = 0, then 
B(S1 U S2) = BS1 which contains no two elements which sum to zero. 
so that S is skew. 
Applying Theorem 1.1, the result of Mullin and Nemeth becomes: 
Theorem 1.2. Let K = GF(q& Let G = K’. Then, if -w is any element of 
odd order in K* exce,gt for - - 1, take Y = f-w), the group generated by 
--w. Then the set P = ({ 1, w] f is an admissible partition for 
c* ti c2 = {l,w). 
2. Elementary constructions1 
In the following constructions, let a = 2 so that the order of K* is 4b. 
Let H denote the maximal subgroup of G of odd order and take W = Y. 
In the following, the choices for C, , C2, and P constitute proofs of the 
Itheorems. 
Tkorem 2.1. Suppose that 
(i) u, w E -Hi{---I}, 
(ii)sE K”\G 
(iii) (1- u)( 1 L w)-l E G! 
(iv)(I +@(l+w)-rE G u --E-~II?. 
(iii) (1 _- u)$l -w;)-’ E K*\ G, and 
(iv)(f+u)(l+w)-‘EH’~(K*\~). 
‘ITzen if w take Cl =: { 1, w) atzd C;! = ---I 1, v] ) (C,, C2) constitutes an 
adniis&,le partition of Cl u Ci . 
Themem 2.3. Suppo,se that 
(hu, WE K’W, 
(ii) swS5 E 4, 53 E -4, 
- (iii)(l, -a)(1 -w)-k G 
(iv)(l +u)(l +w)==% -is-‘(3 G. 
Herr if we take Cl = { 1, w), Cz. = {s, SL’), then (C,. Czj constitutes UN 
admissible pra~tirinn of Cl u Cz_ 
Note, Theorm 2.3 is essentially the same as Theorem 2.2, since 
(Cl, C&-m] is an admissibtt: yastition of the union of its eleinents and 
comes from ‘fieorem 2-2 by taking w1 = w and ul = 1 /u. 
To illustrate the above constructions, we use Theorem 2.3 to construct 
five ort?wgonal statters for $he group Z13, the integers mod 13 under 
addition. Two starters X, Y for a group G are said to be orthogonal if 
they are disjoint and :for any element d in G* there is at most one pair 
{a, b) E X such that {a + b, b +d) E Y. Previous to this discovery, only 
sets of three orthogonal starters had &en produced for this group [ 5 I. 
. Taking w = 9 in Theorem 1.2, gives thke starter As The starter --A is 
obtained by negating all of the elemsnts in the pairs of A. Taking 
w = 2 and u = 11 in Theorem 2.3, ghes the starter B, and -B is obtained 
as above. Let PA denotrr the patterned starter for Z$ Then the starters 
A, -A, B, -3 ,md R4 are orthogonal, as8 can be verified directly. 
* If G b any abelian group ef odd ordw, then the patterned starter, often denoted by G-1, is 
de by G_ 1 = &, -*u ): a E G ‘4 {Sb). 
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A: 9,m $7 1,4 12,3 6,ll 23 
B: 1,2 8,lO 3,6 5,9 7,12 11,a 
-A: 3,4 6,8 9,12 IO,1 2,7 SJl 
-8: 11912 3,5 7,lO 4,8 I,6 9,2 
P!.: 6,7 12,1 5,8 11,2 4,9 l&3 
We note that it is possible to show by the methods used m [4] that B 
is nst isomorphic to A. 
BelC’ore ~~rtkrer discussion of new constructions based on Theorem 
1.1 D it seems appropriate to consider two other new constructions, 
which may at first appear unrelated to t!!e above constructions, in 
which the sta rters above arise naturally. In order to explain the first of 
these, we introduce the following notation: If X is a skew strong starter 
for @, let XP denote the partition of @* dl:fined by (al) letting S denote 
the set of all sums of elements in pairs in X, (bj placing the pair 
{a +b, c2 - b) in & exactly when the pair (a, h} is in X and a - b is not 
a member of S. We call two partitions X and Y of @* automorphic if
there is an automorphism of @ which takes X onto Y. tf X and Y are 
automorphic, it is easy to show that X is a skew strong starter if and 
only if Y is a skew strong starter, and that X, and YF are automorphic. 
We can use the construction for Xr to obtain some isomorphism re- 
sults for these new starters. To do this, we iterate the construction to 
obtain X,2, Xr3 and SD on. If X and Y are automorphic, then XQ = Y. 
It follows that X’& = Y,, and ;5r,kQ = Y+. Thus Xrk and Yrk are auto- 
morphic. Thus if, for some k, A’, k is not a skew strong starter, then 
X, X,, &2, . ..) X,.w are all in different orbits of the group of auto- 
mcrphisms of @. 
Theorem 2.4. If X is a Muilin--,Venzeth stmng starter for K of order 
pk :z 2 t + 1, t odd, and Y = H, then Xr is ,i utomotphic to a Mullin-’ 
Nemeth strong starter. If X is 4 MuNin-IWmeth strmg starter for K of 
otder pk = 4t + 1, t odd* then JU, is automorphic to a Mullin-Nemeth 
strong starter or tu u skew strong starter o-f the type descr:‘bed in Theo- 
rem 2.3. 
Proof. if Et has order 2 t + 1, thIen S is eitht:r the set of residues or the 
set of non-residues. If { 1, w} is the partition used, therb suppose 1 + NJ 
is a residue and 1 --- w is :IL non-residue, for instance. Then since H is the 
set of residues, {1 + IV, 1 -- HP) forms an admissible parliition of itself and 
yields the starter X,. Now multiply every element of Xr by ( 1 + w)- ’ to 
obtain a Mullin-Nemeth starter. 
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If K has order 4t + 1, and if ( 1, ~1) is the Flartition used to form the 
ullin- Nemeth starter described above, the 11 there are sh:veral cases, 
dependmg on whether 1 f w and 1 - w are in H”, --HP s-8 cjr -SN, where 
s is an element of KS\ p#? u -H) fixed in advance. If ( 1 + w)*[ 1 -- w)-’ 
E -CH, where c= kl,tken{l +w,c(l - w)) is the requirzd partition of itself 
and y&Ids &. In tlhis case, we obtain a MullirA+Iemeth sltrong starter 
by diviclling every element in the starter by 1 + w, as above. On the other 
hand, suppose that (1 +- w)( I - WP f$ H U --H. Then we may view X 
as a starter of the type described in Theorem 2.1, with u = M* and 
G = H’ er -M, If we do this, then let s be an e’iemen t of K’* such that 
( 2 + w)l(l - w)-l E --df, c = + 1. Then the Ilartition 
((I +w),C(l - W)I),(5(l +W),-C$(l - w))) is an admissible partition 
of the set consisting of tlhe union of its elemc:nts, and it 4Gelc.k X,. IX- 
viclin: the resulting st&er by 1 + w yields a :;tarter of thgt sort described 
in Theorem 2.3, with G ‘= H v -H, w1 = ~‘(1 - w)/( 1 + w) and 
VY = c(w -- l)/(l + 1479. 
It is possible to generate new construction procedures by applying 
the: above construction to arbitrary MulIin-Nemeth starters and then 
generalizing the results. To clarify this statement, we offer the fullow- 
ing, theorerrs: 
Thesr~n 2.5. Lft Y be Q: subgroup of H. Suppose that (r, /3 f: K”, and' a 
set Z, hrzve ifhe properties: 
(i) (a + #(CR - ,@)-I E 5, 
(ii) X is a sel’ of representatives for the co,l;ets of G in K*, and 
(iii)azc:i:pbY u -Y). 
ITzen P = {~[zfi, a:&): a = f 1, aza E -Zsv) is an admissible purtitiorr of 
the unit )n of cl $3 ‘c2, Cl = 20 and c;! = UP ‘4 cl. 
of- 1he differences are fz Cp - tra 9. Since ar + ,3 and fl -- or are in the 
same ccset of G, the differences represent 1du’/G 1 case ts of 6’. Similarly, 
the sums are in distinct cosets of G. 
eorern 2.6. Let ( 1, w) be the partition used to form a MuNn-Near Wz 
starter A’ using Theorem f. 2 in whkkz Y is taken to be a subgroup of’ .V 
containing -w. ,Ler G Mow denote Y LI -Y, let ar = 1 - w, p = 
kt Z denote tznJ7 SH ojkepre~entakes for the lcosets of G in 
2, ct and fl satisfy the conditions et down kr Theorem 2.5 above. 
#ifzg that construction, we obtain &. 
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In addition to the ablove observations, it also seems ltppropriate to 
relate the constructions based on Theorem 1.1 ia a transformation of 
starters introduced in the author’s dissertation [ 3 1. IF X is4 astarter for 
a group N, then we define the map TX as follow:~~ Zx = ci - b if and 
only if (u, Et) E A’. Q is always a permutation of Yrlr. 
Suppose that P (TX)2 i*t has a decompositio;- into disjoint cycles 
whose orders are congruent o li mod 4. Then X’ =’ (T4,)ziU xnsists of 
disjoint Z-cycles, where u is the least common mu1 tiple of the orders of 
the cycles in the decomposition of U. Thus, we ca 9 consider X’ to be a 
partition of W. if we are lucky, X’ will be a startt,r for IV. We consider 
below some cases where this h;lppens. 
Theorem 2.7. !f G_ 1 IkMlIt?~i the patterned starter .fw any group G. 
theft i,” G! 1 exists. Gc t = G _ , . 
Proof. 
ff 1 -- w E H, then it has odd orxlrx, arld the cycles of TX would there- 
fore have odd order. Th.us, 1 --- W, 1 _- 1 /w E -4-L Thus, x ( Tx)2 
= f 1 --= l/w)( 1 - w)x E H, and &e cycles of TX have len#h twice the 
order of (1 - l/w)(l - w) = a which is odt , Let o deriote the order of 
a. TheaJ, 
x(Tx)O = ( ,r( ] _- \++J(O -- o/2 ifx E H, x( 1 -- 1 /\v)&P- M2 if x E -N. 
Interpreting (TX)’ as a pnrtitim, we hwe, 
Thus, X’ is it Mullin---Nenxth tl 
From the above results, it is cIe;~= that in order to obtain some of :he 
starters in Theorems 2.1, .-.. ‘I 3 and :!.3 from this transformation, we sh 
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need either to consider Mulling--Nemeth starters for the :group K of order 
pk = I (mod4) or to take Y 7Li: H. We choose to do the former since the 
latter seems to require much greater primes for good results. For p” = 29, 
we have the following exarnplte: Let X consist of the pairs B( --9)({ I, 9}} 
constructed from The%>rem 1.2 with B = ( 1,2}, where (--9) denotes the 
subgroup of K* genera.ted by -9. Then X is a M(ullin-Nemeth strong 
stafier, and (X’r is also a Mullin-Memeth strong starter B’( -Y){{ 1,22)), 
where B’ = ( 1,8] ,, and (XI@ is the strong starter (-9){( 1 3 27)( -1 ? 19)) 
which can be constructed from Theorem 2.2 with w = 27 and u = --- 19.. 
Just as we ur;edl the construction of x, to obtain some results concern- 
ing isomorphism .tfor the seioSir;:rs constructed in Theorem 2.3, we can 
also use the construction of X’ to obtain some isomorphism results for 
the starters given by Theorems 2.2. Jn particulao, if X and Y are auto- 
morphic, then let Q be the required au tomorphism. Then XQ = Y. It 
folllaws that 1-y = TKcE = Q-” T’Q. Thus, i,f Y’ exists, X’Q == Y’. Sim- 
ii&y, X&Q =: Yp. Thus, it is impossible for Yfi to be a (sk:ew) (strong) 
statier when Xk is not. Now in the above example, X” is not a starter. 
Thus, X, Xr2 zr;d Xp are in distinct orbits under the group of auto- 
morphisms of K. This; woutid Lead one to suspect hat thley might be 
nonisomorphic.. In fact, X and Xr2 are isomorphic, but’ .Xp is not iso- 
morphic to either of the others, as can be verified by the methods in 
141 e 
3. Some schemata for construction generatm 
In this szction, we introduce a concept which will unify the construc- 
tions given in the first section. In addition, we give some indication of 
how these constructions can be generahzed. 
itioa. Let F denote #a procedure for constructing apartition 
Pof the multiplicative group of a finite field into 2-sets, interpretable in 
any finite field in an unambiguous way. Let C denote a set of conditions 
under which P is a strong starter. Then the ordered pair (I’, C) will be 
referred to as a CO~S~WC~&W glr?tzaratoir. 
As *was aid above, the property of being a construction generator 
ties together the constnuctionrl in this paper. For example, Theorem, 1.2 
can be restated as the following construction generator: 
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TIheorem 3.1. Let r denote the procedwe 014 tlirzed in Theorem I. 2, and 
let C denotk the null set of condit.bns. Then (r, c) is a const~wtion 
generu tar, 
With this example of a construction gener;lttor in mind, we now de- 
scribe a schema for construction generators which includes the construc- 
tion generators given in Theorems 2.2 and 2..3. 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a finite field of odd order. Let Y denote u wb- 
group of K* of odd order. Let G al’enote u sukgroup of K* of index 2 
conti2inhtg Y U - Y. Let go, gi, g2 _ g3 be a squence of wpresmtatives 
fiw the cusets of G in R’ can tuinitzzg exuct fy TWO wpresentu&es of euck 
caset. Form the purtitbn P = {{go p gl}, (g2, g3 1). Iwe denote .r’his pro- . 
cedutc for forming the partition P by rl. To get I’, we use this procedure 
together with that outlined in Tkwem I. 1. Let C denote the set of 
conditions con t&&g 
(i)gsg<‘E -Y, gig+ -Y, 
(ii) (1 ---glgi+)(l --g&‘].~-‘E G, 
(iii) (1 +g&)( 1 +g3gi1).-l E G U --gzg$ Y. 
TAen (r, a is u constnrctim genemtor. 
hoof. Let C1 = (g0,g2) and c2 = {gl, g& Then, by conditio~n (i), the 
sets Cl and G!z satisfy the conditi(,ns of Theorem 1.1; by condition (ii), 
go -- gl and g2 - g3 arc in distinc.s ~osets of @ in K” ; by cond ition(iii), 
go +gl and ga + g3 are either in distinct cosets of 6, or else 
(go +gl) E (g2 + g3)(- Y). In the first case we take S, = Q) and 
Sz = (go +gl, g2 +g3) ; in the sec(,nd case we take SI = (go + igl]p and 
S2 = (gz +g3}. Then Theorem 1.1 can be applied. 
Using a construction following the outline in Theorem 3.2, we can 
construct five orthogonal starters for (K, +) where K = GF(S2X Let 
100 = 22 (i.e., the irreducible is xl! -- 2x - 2 = 0). Suppose that we have 
A: go =Ol, g1=12, gz=lO, g3=42, 
c: go =42, g1 =03, g2=31, g3=13. 
Then if the same set of representatives B iS used, the starters formed 
from A, C, -A, -C and the patterned starter are pairwise orthogonal. 
Proof. The partitions formed by the above procedure rl and From the 
above sequences have the b,roperQr that the same differences rxcur 
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between the pairs in the parts of each, namely 5.1 I and k32. 
be defined as follsws: Let I’DI = {(a, 1,). [c, d)) and 
. h). (i, j)) , arld suppose that CcT -- 6 == g -_ k and c -- d E i -- j. 
lhi!ItP~ -- Pz = {at - g, 4: - i). Since, for any pair of partitions PI and 
_Bz that we take, the differences in PI - P2 are either in different cosets of 
47 or in 0pposiRe case ts of Y, using a c:ommon set I? of coset representa- 
tives in conjunction with Theorem 3.2 yields a group of five painvise 
arthogonaf starters. 
A similar argument shows that the following sequences define a set 
af nine pairwise srthogonal starters for ZB : 
A: L&2,8, 
e: 22,25,15,21, 
D: 16,1Y, 27,e, 
E: $6, lO,D6. 
Using ‘T’heor:~rn 3.2as an example, one might formulatti the following 
theorem, which includes the previous one as a corollary. 
Theorem 3.3. Let k: be a fiptite field of odd order. Let Y a’enote astrb- 
group of K’ of odd order. Ret G denote a su bgmup of K’ of index 2k 
containing Y U -Y. L9etg0, grq g2, . . . . g2k+I __I be a sequence of re- 
presentatives for the cosets of G in .K* corttainir8g exactly two reprtr- 
sentrrtives of ewh coset. Form the parrition 
We denote this procedure for form&g the partition P by r’*, and obtain 
I” IPS in Theorem 3.2 Let C denote rhe set of cond8iovu contain&g: 
(i) each gi’is contained in a subsequence gh, gh.+ .. . . gi, . . . . gh+2+_1 such 
-1 that ghgh,2,_r E -Y,andforalli, l<i<e-1,gh+2i_1g,~~2~E.-Y; 
(ii) for a# k, e, ( I -- g zk+lgZ::w --gZe+Bg:?y E 6; 
(iii) for all k, G ( 1 fg3k+l g& ( 1 +g2 e+l ,p&-’ E G u --g2&g$ If. 
?%en (r, C) is 42 construction generalor. 
‘roof. FoUows alon‘g the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.2. Ve state 
a few particukrs: 
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where h runs through the set of first indices appearing in the sub- 
sequences. 
In order to facilitate the discuss-ton of another schema for construc- 
tion generators including Theorem 2.1, we introduce a theorem similar 
to but not directly derived from T’reorem 1.1. 
Theorem 3.4. Let K denote a finite f’ield of order 1 + 2ab, and let G of 
order 2b, be a subgroup of K’. Lei* 1’ be a subgroup of G of odd order. 
Let Dj, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 1 K”,/G 1. @ sets of representatives for the cosets of 
Y itt G. Suppose that for each Q there is a partition Pi of Di into pa&s 
srrch t/Eat: 
(f) $I - h: {t.~, b) E Pi, f Q a’ Q 1 K’fGi] is contained iti some coset of 
Gin K’, 
(ii) there exists a set R = {b, , hat, . . . , b,,+/,, ) of representatives of 
tke ctisets of G itr K’ SUCK that elekents of the set Ui bi Uj are it1 
$K”/Y 1 distiwt cosets of Y iFI K”, h here Vi derlotes the set of sums 
obtained fmm pairs in Pi ? 
(iii) fkw each Pi+ the differences between elements of’ G in the parts 
are irt I G/ YI di.Mnct cosets <If Y in K*. 
The11 there exists a strong starter* for ( K, +) given bv S = Uj biPj Y, z _
where (bi) is as above. 
ROtif. Clearly, Pi Y partitions the e ements of some coset of G, and thus 
UibiPjY partitions the elements of K’. If D#i denotes the set of differ- 
ences between elements in the parts of Pi, then D#i Y constitutes ome 
coset of G. Thus, UjD#f Ybi z K’. !For the sums, UibiL’iY = Y(Uibiuj), 
which has cardinality i 1 Y\ IK’/Y\. 7%is completes the proof. 
To obtain Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 3.4, let G be of index 2 in K”, 
take PI = (( 1, H’)) and P2 = {{ 1, u}i, and let S, u, w be as in Theorem 2’. 1. 
IA Y = H. Let B’ = (Ci) denote a set of coset representatives for 
G/(Y U - Y). Note that { 1, s:+ is a set of coset representatives for K*/G. 
Now 
By(J’; lJ SP;) s BYPi U BYSP; = P,Y U SP2Y 9 
where Pi = BP,‘, i = I, 2 
The conditions in Theorem 2. I imply that the conditions in the above 
theorem are satisfied by PI and P2, s#o that BY(Pi u spy) is a strong 
starter, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1. 
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meorem 3.5. k,et K”. G and Y be as iM 7h?OWiW~ 3.4. CtY go, & 1 .. . , gh_l 
kle a sequeiica of replresenta?ives of coset.F of Y in G co nt&zing exactly 
one representarrive of each coset. Form tr’ze pa!r,tition PI = {( gO, g 1 ), . . . , 
II&,- 2 e &,- I 1. * ‘1 Let B be any set 0.f representatives of thi? coJ:et sof G 
ita K*, and lc.If P = BI’,K Denote this procxxiure for obtaining the partitiof~ 
P by I? Let c’ clontain the conditiollzs: 
(i) the diffikgrences obtained from pairs in P, ure in 1 G/Y 1 distinct 
r**osets of Y in II’“, but are a/! in the same coset of G in K”, 
(ii) if U den&es the set of sflrns obtained fnlprn pairs ir~r P, , then the 
czlements MI arte in 4 1 K”/Y 1 distinct cosets of Y in K*, 
(iii) eac:h gi &F contained in a subsequence gh* gh+l, l .*,gi, ...,gh+2cr_1 
:r:uch tba,’ &{g), +&__ I)- ’ E -Y, andforaNk+ 1 G k GS e -- 1, we have 
&2&g/j+& E -’ Y- 
l%en (r, C.3 $r,non! titutl-‘JI a constrrxtion generator. 
14. On tie exiflence 0E cofisfructisns 
In this sectroi: we investigate some particular construction generators 
to determine the finite fields for which there actually are new construc- 
tions which fit %ato the framework which they offer. 
In what follows, let K denote a finite field of order 2% + 1, u > 1 and 
mid, and let u and uv denote elements of -Y. Let n denote an arbitrary 
lquadratic non-residue, Let Y = H. 
Now mnsider the sequence ( 1) qJvhere l< k < s - 1: 
I!, WII n 9 , IV,* ?r2 wn3, ...., wn2k-2, n2k-2, wnZkW1, G+-‘, U I l .
Now form the partition 4’ by procedure rr in Theorem 3.3. Iit is 4ear 
&at P will r;atisfy the conditions C’ of Theorem 3.3 provided that 
(a] n(Gk -l -- u)/( 1 - wn) is a 2’th power, so that condition (ii) will 
he satisfied, and 
(b) n(# -1st u)/( 1 + wn:, is a 2% power, so that condition (iii) will 
be satisfied. 
On Ifact, urtder these conditions, the construction will even yield a 
skew strong starter. 
‘IPlhmrre!m &I. ,!%r every posir,ive integer there exists a consta,rrlt C(r) 
such that?, fob any choice oic v, w, tvcyhenever f K f > C(r) and k is a positive 
integer si rch &zt 1 < k < min(s - i, r), thvn for some n, the sequence 
( 19 yieldi 12 ,@lrptition T1 which sa@$les the conditions (a) and (b) above. 
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Proof.* At fir!& Pet u and w be fixed elements of K of order 2rtr, m odd. 
Let I be a fixed positive integer. We suppose, without loss of generality. 
that r Q s - 1. For the present, let N be atl arbitrary elem,ent of K. Define 
A2 = (,l(J12k--’ - U)/( i - w?t))2&, 
A3 = (n(r~‘~--’ + u)/( 1 + \Vrl)12k, 
where (*) & is a character for the group K* which assigns to every element 
of iy* a 2 t th root of unity in the complex numbers, and which assigns to 
Pl a primitive 2&th root of unity and assigns 0 to itself. In the language 
of &aractess. what we want to be true can be stated as 
(21 (I--&‘) t2k’ A’2)03 _i_i;) = 22k+l, 
i=O L jE0 
whefe:r # 0, or in other words, A, is a primitive 2’th root of unity 
(A: =.-1),A2 =Af == 1. 
Mow tet n run freely over the elements of K. Note that when n = 0, 
then the value of (2) is merely 1 since A 1 = A 2 = A 3 = 0. Thus, there 
will be solutions in K to the equation (2) if 
where K’= K\(w-‘, -w-~} (we will see the reason for these exclusions 
in Lemma 4.2). 
If we reverse summation signs, we obtain, as an expression for the 
left-hand side of (3), 
R-1 2&-l 
(3.1) 5 2X c c Ae2k-’ A’,Aj,(-l)? 
e=O i--O j=O n EK ’ 
We now examine the inner summation in the case i +j # 0: 
* We a&nowkdge our indebtedness toProfessor Philip A. Leonard whose: helpful suggestions 
led us to the method of proof we use here. 
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wh,ich can be reavritten as 
(4)l f_ 1y C b(tte2k-1 +i+i(,12k--1 __ 4 c,$~- 1+ & 
nEK 
~~e~e=Oor1,0g~,j$2k-l,andi+jf0. 
At this point, we wtll need a theorem csf Per&muter [ 81, which we 
tnrill state belsw in the form we are going to use it. Let q be a fixed 
positive integer. A rational function 
is called reduced iff 
(i) 0 < lrti I( “” and 0 < Ypzi < 2r’ , 
(ii) R + zb$ ,‘;here z E K, R, E K(X), di 2’1 and d > 1. 
An element aE K is said to be regular iff a is not a zero of the: denomi- 
et K denote the set of regular elements of K. Then 
Peref’muter has shown: 
Lemma 4.2. ,‘f R is a redued junction. then 
here 
l2 .= fJ d(B,) + b d(Qi j + X -- 2, 
i:::l i=l 
and where d is a junction taking each polynomial onto its degree, and 
d~jWi’s(xH = d(jW - d(gW. 
It is clear from Lemma 4.2 that the summand in (4) will f:lil to be 
reduced on@ if 
(ij ?here exilsts apositive integer c such that 2’iI (i, i, 2k-1), or if 
(ii) ep-’ +i+j> lZk. 
In each case,, we c.Mn that Lemma 4.2 can s ill be applied. For in 
f 
VYe use the fact that 
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t := c 
fE_K’ 
(RO)zk,d 
SO that we merdy need to reduti; the character sum to a sum of charac- 
ters of a smaller order. In this case, if R0 is reduced, the estimate given 
by 01c lemma is the same as that obtained using R$ and ignoring the fact 
that the hypotht:ses of the theorem are violated, except perhaps for the 
value of A. 
(ii) We use the fact that (rlzk)*k = il unless H = 0. Thus, the estimate 
given by the lemma ignoring the hypothesis will remain unchanged if we 
reduce the exponent of H by multiples of 2” unless crZk- 1+ i +I = Ilk. II; 
this case the exponent of H is reduced to O., and tlrt* value of the sum- 
mand for tr =: 0 would become 1 or .- 1, depending on the parity of i 
and j, instead of its original value of 0. In this! case, the new estimate 
obtained by applying Lemma 4.4 will differ by 1 from the estimate ob- 
tained by applying the lemma to the original function R while ignoring 
dlc fact one hypothesis of the lemma is not satisfied. 
These argumc:nts show that I * est (Lemma 4. ?I) will be larger than the 
absolute value of the summ tion (4) in every case possible, where est 
(Lemma 4.2) stands for the stimate which would be made by setting 
X = 0 and ignornp: the fact at R may not be reduced. This estimate 
will apparently be bounded by 2”“al + 1; that is, 
i(4)/ f 1 f est (Lemma 4.2) 4 2k+%JjiQ + 2. 
Now we have 
Now recall that k G r. It follows that (3.1) = 0( 1 Kl). The conclusion of 
Theorc:m 4.1 follows since the estimate was independent of u and w. 
ually, we have been very liberal in our estimations here, since it is 
le to show [ I] that C( I) C 100. If the sequence (1) satisfies con- 
ditions (a) and (b) in a finite field K for every possible value of k, then 
there are a total o1 s f -.- 1 distinct constructions which arise from the 
above construction. 
In addition, sometimes there are s - 2 additional constructions, 
yielding constructions distinct fro e ones above, and based on 
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Theorm 3.5 as follows. Consider the sequence (5), where G denotes 
the group of 2’th prier residues, G has index I? in A:*, and thus 
k + t + 1 = s, n as above. 
NQW let Y, be form& as in Theorem 3.5. it is clear that PI, will satisfy 
the conditions of Theorem 3.5 provided that 
Cc) $ffZtW- 2t _... u)/( 1 - wn2’) is a 2’- 1 th Dower, L 
satisfying condition (i) oY‘ Theorem 3.5, arld 
(d) j12r(f12s- I- 2t + v)/( 1 + wn2r) is a 2s-1th power 9 
satisfying condition (ii) of Th.eorem 3.5. 
In fact, these conditions guarantee that the construction will yield a 
skew strong starter. 
Theorem 4.3. F’or every positive integer s there exists u mnstiznt C(s) 
such that, for my choice of v and w, whenever iK{ ? C(s), 
tK1 = 2% ‘I- 1, I!! Odd, and k is Q positive integer such thut 1 < k < s - - 2, 
thea for xome II the sequence (5) yields a purtitim P1 which sutis,fies 
the amditions l(c) and (d j above. 
Proof. The proof is sJmil:lr to the one for Theorem 4.1, with II replaced 
thor,rghout by n2’. In parliculair, we would. have 
A, = (n2rfn2s-i --P -- v)/( 1 - w,z2tj)2s_,  
A3 = (,$r(n2*--’ -2’ + v)/( 1 + W?12'))2s_l . 
(3. I) becomes 
1 p-1-1 p-1-1 
0.2) 
z z 2:; ;c ,#Ai&2S-‘(-~)“, 
e=a i=o j=qj ncz K’ 
where K’ = K \ &CC ~2~ =.7-f or uzr = --w- 1 } . 
Lemma 4.2 dvoes not Feed to be rewritten for our purposes here, and 
our f”mal estima.te will be 
(3.2’) > IKI .- ?(2S-‘- 1)(2”m+2). 
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Again, since this c:sGmate is independent of u and w, the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.3 i’ollo~~. 
We note that at this point we have proved that there are a total of 
2s - 2 distinct constructions for K iFK is sufficiently large with respect 
to s. 
One might now ask whether the starters described in this section are 
nonisomorphic. We do not know thir: answer to that question. However. 
something can be said about which ones are not alutomorphic to one 
;Inother. In order to do this, we introduce the concept of a U-sequence 
for a starter. Given a starter X for a group C, a &sequence is any se- 
quence+ a2, _.., a2h formed as follows: 
(I) Ie t al, a2 be any pair in X, 
(II) leta3 = -- Q2, 
(III) let a3, a4 be a pair in X, 
(IV) stop when u2h = ---al. 
Proof. Pairs go onto pairs, negatives go onto negatives. 
Corollary 4.5. If two starters are automor,niiic. their U-sequmces have 
the same length(s). 
From the last result follows: 
‘I’heorem 4.6.1. X1 and X2 are distinct starters produced bv the method 
described in Theorem 4. I ( TI~eorem 4.3), artd if the values if the param- 
eter uwW1 has order d, arid d2 for the construction of X, arld X2, respec- 
tively, and the parameter k has value k, and k, ir,r the construction of 
X1 and X2, respectively, then if either kl # k2 or d, f d,, then the re- 
sulting starters are not au tomorphic. 
Roof. Upon forming such a sequence, one obtains for example 
1, tb_‘n, .-M)n, -wZn2, . . . . ~2~-2f32~-2, wZk-lp n2k-1-w2k-ln2k-1, 
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(same sequence iin Theorem 4.3, with 11 replaced by r99. Continuing. 
MK find that the! order of the U-sequences OfXi. i = 1: 2, ;m 
O(IJM’~~ - 1 ) 2k+r 9 where o(tO denotes the multiphcative order of 11. Thus, 
l’orr distinct values of k, or distinct values of a@~&) = o(&‘--r), the 
sequences must have different lengths. By Corollary 4.5, this establishes 
thtz theorem. 
It is clear from the above discussion that there are other constructions 
of the types described in Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. In particular, if k 
is lfixed and d[rui: 0< i < Zk) is a set of elements of K having multipli- 
Ir:;rtive order twice an odd number, then for large enough K the sequence 




?Z2, . .. . 1%’ 2k_zi1 2k.- 1, ,12k--1, Wr2k _I 
in conjunction wjth Theorem 3.3 yields constructions for some values 
0f n. 
We have not confirmed whether these constructions actually aiways 
Iyield mutually nonisomorphic strong starters. Perhaps in many cases 
they do not. But the computations below certainly do show that in 
some izases Ithis i$* the case. 
5. Computations for Z4, 
F’or K = Z4r, Ict Y denote (HI), the subgroup of K* generated by 10. 
(a, Let G hav e index f in K*‘. Use the sequence 1, IV, with 1%’ =4. Now 
the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied, and we ~-AI form the skew 
strong starter X = { 1,6,X, I 1) Y{{ 1,4)). The invariant ?” (see f 41) has 
a single cycf:e of length 40. 
IS) Let G hav e index 2 in K*. Use the sequence 1, -n, u, u, with II= 14 
and u := 4. Then the sequence is 1,27, 14,4. Now thc3 conditions of Theo- 
rem 3.3 are satisfied, and we can form the skew strong starter 
X = ( 1,36} II’{{ 1, Y), { 14,4}}, The invariant TX has two cycles of length 
t 5, and two c&es of length 5. 
Cc) Let G have index 2 in K*. Use the sequence 1, \CVI~, fr2, u, with 
IVrU 2 = 32, n2 = 5, an:i u =: 25. Then the sequence is 1,32,5,25. By Theo- 
rem 3.5 this sec;j!-lence yi lds a strong starter, for instance 
X = ( 1,6) I’{{: 1 =I 3:?}, (5,25}). The invariant TX has two cycles of length 
10, and four cycles of length 5. 
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(d) Let G have index 4 in KS. Use the sequence 1, -H, a, -n2, d , 
--PI3 , 19, v, where II = 1 and v = 4. Then the seque ce is I, 24, 17.39, 
2, 7,34,4. By Theorem 3.3, t is sequence yields a skew strong starter 
are of side 257. to appear. 
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